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ONENESS 101: 39– Project Unity to Peru 
 

My wife MariLyn, a longtime Unity student originally from 

the suburbs of St. Paul, MN, moved to Tennessee in 

January 2004 to volunteer at Healing Haven under 

Hilarion at the I Am Nation. We were married August 8, 

2008. Last year during the Costa Rica Mission, Hilarion 

designated her as co-director of Healing Haven. 
 

Only 2 months after her arrival, I dreamt on March 23, 

2004 that a Unity minister invited me to give a 12 powers 

workshop in Peru’s Andes Mountains. He was so familiar 

to me, like a favorite mentor, teacher or friend, yet I could 

not quite recall his name. His church was part of an 

international conference center located maybe 10,000-12,000 feet above sea level up in the 

mountains. Adjoining it was a still mountain lake surrounded by a vivid green meadow, with no 

buildings or people in sight. About 120 people were in attendance at the conference, mostly 

from Peru but also from all other South American nations, as well as some from countries 

worldwide. As I was setting up my computer and projector to give my talk, I awoke. 
 

Little did I know then that this dream symbolized what has 

become the 1st of 5 stops in the South America Mission. For 

that matter, only this year did it finally dawned on me that the 

dream’s Unity minister portrayed Hilarion. Incredibly, 7 years 

ago, he was laying the groundwork for the upcoming tour. 
 

Dreams are mostly symbolic, not literal, in their depictions. 

Thus, the dream portrayed the major theme of the mission: 

Fifth Ray unity and integration under the Fifth Ray Chohan or 

Director, Hilarion. In his past lives, he was Plato the Greek 

philosopher, Paul the Apostle, and Charles Fillmore, the co-

founder with his wife Myrtle of Unity Church of Practical 

Christianity. Hilarion is the etheric director of Healing Haven. 
 

“Traveling up the mountains” represents rising into higher consciousness, comparable to when 

Jesus was transfigured on the mount. The lake’s still waters and the green meadows are 

reminiscent of the 23rd Psalm. Those of the 120 attendees coming from all South America 

countries means that in I Am transfigured consciousness, MariLyn and I will unite with such 

fellow light workers. With Hilarion’s transfiguring presence, we also will radiate unity and 

oneness to the whole world and will call forth the unity of West and East. Like a computer and 

projector, we will broadcast I Am images to the third-eye screens of all I Am Nation citizens. 
 

Dreams also may have a literal component or interpretation. Thus, being in Peru foretold our 

actual visit there. However, while physically ensconced in Peru, we will not be traveling up the 

mountains to Cusco, Machu Picchu or Late Titicaca, as we would have preferred. Rather, since 
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the central purpose of the South American Mission is to call forth a united continent with a 

central government, we will stay during our entire time in the capital city of Lima. 
 

Instead of physically visiting mountain sites, we expect to rise up in our light bodies high above 

the country. In the etheric or Christ realms above Peru and surrounding nations, we will merge 

with the green pentagonal canopy over the whole region. In the dream, this canopy was 

represented by the international conference center. In I Am consciousness, we will link with 

angels, ascended masters, space brothers and sisters, and higher astral plane guides (including 

former Native South Americans such as the Incas) – these were symbolized by the conference’s 

attendees. Together as one united force field or five-sided umbrella top, we will shower new 

images and Christ thoughts over Peru and into the Pacific Ocean next to Lima, which will carry 

these vibrations up and down the entire west coast of South America. The peaceful Pacific 

waters also will transport these new images of unity and oneness to the Eastern Hemisphere. 

 

When MariLyn and I descend back to earth, we will anchor new images unity, healing and 

integration in and through us and into the very elements of the earth, as well as in the physical 

bodies of Peru’s citizens. As Jesus said, the very rocks will respond to the higher frequencies. 

 

Visualization: Picture yourself under a 5-sided etheric canopy or umbrella top. In one of the five 

equilateral triangles that make up the canopy, visualize an angel, Hilarion, Hilarion ’s twin soul 

Lady Master Meta (more about her in a later post), space brothers and sisters, and higher astral 

plane guides such as former Native Americans. They comprise our interdimensional team. 
 

With this Christ canopy over you, be transfigured in I Am consciousness, with its unity, healing 

and integration. These Fifth Ray vibrations flow down and through you as the umbrella ’s handle. 

Anchor them into your body and into the earth elements around you, wherever you are. 
 

See yourself hovering in your light body over Lima, Peru. Unite with the angels, ascended 

masters, extraterrestrials and astral guides who comprise the umbrella of etheric green light 

over this region. Be at one with them. Lay the groundwork now for your future projections to 

Peru and its surrounding areas when MariLyn and I are there from October 15-23. So be it. 
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# # # # # # # # # # # # 

To make a donation for the South American Mission, please write your check, and send it, to: 
Mark-Age, Inc., PO Box 10, Pioneer, TN 37847. Write "South American Mission" in the memo 
section in the lower left hand corner of the check. Your prayers and contributions are what make 

this mission possible. Thank you! 

My new email address is healinghaven555@aol.com. I am in process of changing this on the 

blog site. Until then, send all emails and comments to me via this email address. 

mailto:healinghaven555@aol.com

